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how you are quiet matters and where.
we have been measuring this space for so long
anything is not possible but they say to infinity and beyond
anyway.
like it or not this probably isn’t a community project.
They wrote famously that
To sit in a chair for a single moment is to risk one’s life
But so few people listen I can keep plagiarizing
And no one will notice.
Connoisseurs are standing somewhere
in between sufferings and the architects

Architecture is a product and a producer of legibility. The arrangement and absence of walls, doorways, stairwells, windows, exist within planned
spaces, carefully designed to prescribe behavior and instill expectations. We are taught to read spaces like faces, seeking guidance and instruction in
their appearance—directing us where to look and what to look for. We create visualized assumptions to match prescribing, limiting expectations and
desires.
When confronted with interruptions, the room becomes ambiguous; familiar questions surface and upon materialization become irrelevant: where
to enter, what to exit, how to move, why this place, can we talk here. The old answers no longer apply. We are forced to interrogate ourselves and the
probability of change is variable in each decision of any moment.
As tools of countervisuality, interruptions are necessary and needed. The fact of the visible is often lost in automatic, unquestioned perception.
Interruptions remind us we have the right to look; interrogations prompt our obligation to look.
Enter, exit, movement, stillness, silence, sound, what-to-do what-not-to-do implicates us. Even in new questions lurks complicity; illegibility requires
knowledge of legibility. We are caught between the knowingness of fluidity and the lazy comfort of stability. Free(dom) is not in fixity or permanence
and will not be found in the room or in the space or in any structure.
Andrea Quijada

poetic justice isn’t
but you know
we settle

Not even a napkin
Awkward silences in between not much learning
and calling out the right experiences.
This place has all different offices
for different kinds of abuse.
navigation is always something and
especially when you are eating dying, killing dying or
being killed.
writing the obituary, eulogy, artists’ statement
they are getting mixed up. Something will get buried, burned,
spoken but it doesn’t matter now what because wanting them to be different things
doesn’t make it.
I asked some people if there was a word for the acoustic value of a chair.
So far, nothing

what is the direction of a fact
identified but
unprepared
living
anyway.

don’t say a word.
wondering where will we put this feeling
if ever anywhere
don’t say a word.
I’d rather do wondering in quiet.

I hear all these umbrellas at night
secluded almost always rocking on fingertips
tumbling.
making painting or just talking about it
the rocking, if the wind was right
and switching they would certainly be drawing perfect
circles which would also be the painting
and the dirt and the talk.
your memory is perfect

adjusting all the things
that ought to change

and leaving everything else.
it’s okay even now I can’t hear you
the phone still has your voice
say
everyone loves something even if it’s only tortillas
and now get a pencil,
I’m going to tell you how to draw a perfect hamburger.

yelling for requests and stops
he really knows we are drowning in sincerity
and maybe he is sick from explaining exclusions.

dumb questions aren’t really the problem
already caring about something else so they
say
a man is whatever room he is in
a saying
where are you.
ask anyone
all spaces from
here to there
and between
people are.

Honest mistake
wanting to say something
seeing pink on everything
what neurological condition would that be.
we will not make our own mistakes.
all I want is to do something that
will make you go silent.

bent out of shape which is so different than out of shape

approach remember
all this practice with the notion,
and never ready
privileges, years as coverings
there’s something wrong with your memory
soft verbs making feelings
sticking
what is the word for dignity that is gone
or taken,
and the difference.
the hallway was for privacy
approach reprimand
approach badges
the ability to read sound
you can’t measure it
dinner formulas
science
hard liquor
free clothes
sign spreading labor of skins
and not labor, but sitting
approach at night
approach remember
practice dying
get good
what a very special day

Forgotten is rewarded
when we don’t
And forgotten
when we forget.
care
reading
think
generous
or response.
response
not loud
and also isolated
responsibility.
you can’t use the word
responsibility in a poem.

With my nostrils, timidity, and
drowning and singing eyes
Silence is personal.
Seriously nothing, this window is
an apology
We awkward at the door
we not go anywhere
Underlining everything;
napkin, pencil, obstruction.
Learn Keeping.
Houses of having pretend there's more.
alongside a whiteness undercover and thin hearts slotted
the singing hostage, humming like corner
to corner, a big blank head on the magazine
sees you

You aren’t supposed to be in here.
I get it the first time
Keep saying it and you lost me
it’s a test so,
Repetition
Like a sleep study keep sleeping.
I was here
a standing situation
we aren’t even supposed to exist
and so, is new blood supposed to be a good thing
or

is that supposed to say fresh

The table already too big
something is burning
pans and pots aren't what they used to be
and they don't hold
what we need them to anymore.
While making places they are crowding the room
each chair a campaign for itself
loud, louder, loudest.
I can't see you/across
a hallway on legs
I wanted to speak
warm to you
but this isn't the place.
How did we even get into this room.

Run.

a hamburger is never just a hamburger
which is not a metaphor
just true.
we all like a point,
but it might be that
I am sure I am almost wrong
almost sure I am almost wrong

It was a question
how do you make someone sitting down look interesting.
This time of day happened always
and to everyone.

some are somewhere and then they leave. you have been standing in this room and still don’t understand. something is off but you swear
there was something the other day you tried to be. the chair fell over and there was nothing left to say. people are drawing lines while you are
watching on, and the room is getting smaller. you leave but there is nowhere else to go. if you could say something now you would say
there but you know someone else would say you said here and the space in-between would disappear and then: is there anywhere there
to be and be and perhaps then you think and get up and leave and they can keep drawing lines but you are somewhere else already
someone explained lucid dreams. there was the bass and there was the drum and there was the trumpet and you sat under the bypass and felt
the vibration of the cars driving across and you closed your eyes and you felt their wheels and swish swish swish a lucid dream and you felt like you
escaped but there is still the room and the chair, and someone is standing behind the podium preaching something but you stopped listening a
long time ago and anyhow the podium is very high and the preaching-something voice cannot look over it and so what’s the point, they wanted
safety and got isolation and perhaps the quiet that is screaming in our face is the last sentence before we leave this place and go to another one
motherfucker motherfucker motherfucker motherfucker
are you talking to me
images so silent you can feel their vibration
the sonic
of a place framed
so to escape the horror and the beauty
silent
have you been here before
motherfucker motherfucker motherfucker motherfucker
what if there was an answer to your discomfort, what if you had a word for that which you cannot grasp and which won’t let you go so you kill it
kill it before it can get closer for you know there might not be an answer to your discomfort but it has something to do with the silence patiently
looking at you and all you can do is look back and see yourself isolated because because because you know because and you would try to control
this situation but control is what got you here and though you know there is beauty you cannot speak of it nor of the quiet that scares you nor of the
discomfort that could change everything if only there was an answer but see it is the answer and now really what is one supposed to do with that
speak of the space, speak of the chair, speak of the curtain, speak of the place
speak of the ceiling oh so high
and the steps oh so steep
speak of the chair
a chair is a chair is a chair
even after the curtain drops

there is a stillness in dance
that defines the escape
if you don’t understand that
you don’t understand anything

this is not what you asked for or anyone as a matter of fact but that would be hard to accept. so the we sits down, the we claps, and the we takes
another step and another step but it’s never enough; the palace we built, the knowledge we performed, the belonging we imagined, and where
has it brought us. a room full of leftovers, a room full of unheard voices, a room someone closed the door and you are not sure if you are inside
or outside but it is very quiet and you look at the silence and the question it is and the answer it is

a room
and where did everyone go
and then
someone had some words on
some images

The photography of Simone Frances looks at the socio-spatial environment that informs the way we move through the world, or
perhaps, through worlds. The private, the public, where they intersect, and how our inter-relational being is challenged, constructed, and
reiterated through the design of our environments. Did we participate, did we consent, and if so, where are we standing now, and who the fuck
got to the decide that. Quiet images, a beautiful doubt, a careful glance, and yes, you were there and now you are here and at some point you
will be elsewhere, and if only you would be able to tell who that you were then and are, here now. But maybe some other day some other place.
Isolate to a controllable space.
And yes,
you know what I mean.
												

Lara Esther Goldmann

Some people are hard
to ignore
in a good way
but not often
some people are
hard
in a way
or two
or more than two.
even without the doorbell
they’ll hear you when you get here

Who paid a little at least
and mostly in voice
Heavy backs hanging under
heavy shoulders
there's no electricity here
so no caring if things
get disheveled
good for you miss little america
good for you
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